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International Trade Flows Under
Flexible Exchange Rates
By Richard K Abrams

World trade has grown rapidly since the
breakdown of the Bretton Woods system of
fixed exchange rates in early 1973. Although
much of the nominal trade growth resulted
from inflation, it is apparent that world trade
has continued to prosper despite the increase in
exchange rate variability permitted by the 1973
shift from fixed to floating exchange rates.
Nevertheless, some observers have argued that
exchange rate uncertainty may have had an
adverse impact on trade. If these observers are
correct, the growth in trade of recent years has
been the result of favorable influences which
have more than offset the adverse impact of
exchange rate uncertainty.
This article examines the macroeconomic
determinants of international trade flows
between developed countries, giving special
attention to the effects of exchange rate variability. The article also analyzes whether and to
what extent fluctuations in bilateral exchange
rates have had an adverse impact on bilateral
trade flows.
THE DETERMINANTS OF
INTERNATIONAL TRADE FLOWS

One of the primary determinants of the trade
flows between two countries is the exporting
Richard K Abrams is an economist with the Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City.
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country's potential supply of exports. A
country's export capacity is related to its total
productive capacity, which in turn is related to
its national income. Other things equal, then,
the higher a country's income the more goods a
country will tend to export. By the same token,
trade flows will also be affected by the income
of the importing country. That is, the higher a
country's income the greater will be its demand
for imports as well as for domestically produced
goods. '
One economist has argued that demand,
rather than supply, is the primary determinant
of potential bilateral trade.' As a result, he
argued that the more similar are the demand
characteristics of any pair of countries, the
greater will be their potential trade
possibilities. While income distribution,
politics, climate, and historical background all
have an impact on a country's demand
patterns, national per capita income is
probably the primary determinant. Therefore,
the closer the per capita incomes are in any
pair of countries, the greater their potential
trade.
For a discussion of the impact on trade of income and
other factors in this section, see J. Tinbergen, Shaping the
World Economy. Twentieth Century Fund, 1962, and H.
Linnemann, An Econometric Study of World Trade Flows,
North-Holland Publishing Co., 1966.
2 See S. Burenstam-Linder, An Essay on Trade and Tmnsformation, John Wiley & Sons, 1966.
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The distance between two countries is
short-run aspects of trade. Exchange rate
another factor that may affect trade because
uncertainty, however, may be more important
in affecting the longer term aspects of
trading across long distances involves greater
time and transport costs. Distance may also be
international trade that go beyond a given
related to a country's "psychic" or "economic"
contract period and are too uncertain to be
horizon.' That is, the greater the distance
hedged.
between any pair of countries, the less perfect
The longer run aspects of exchange rate
will be a trader's knowledge about conditions
uncertainty may tend to reduce international
relating to trade between the countries.
trade by reducing the willingness of
Membership in trade preference organizainternational traders to enter into long-term
tions may also affect international trade flows.
contracts. Also, uncertainty may reduce trade
One such group is the European Economic
in the long run by causing exporters to reduce
Community (EEC), which during the 1973-76
or forego the long-term investment necessary
period consisted of Belgium, Denmark, France,
for establishing or expanding foreign markets
West Germany, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands,
or export facilities. These effects can arise from
and the United Kingdom. Austria, Finland,
three sources. First, even when contracts are
Iceland, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and
hedged, exchange rate fluctuations may render
Switzerland were participants in another
long-term contracts unprofitable for the
organization- the European Free Trade
exporter or the importer. Second, over time,
Association (EFTA). Membership in a trade
exchange rate fluctuations may lead to fear that
preference organization allows each member
the international price competitiveness of
preferential access to the domestic markets of
producers in different countries may be altered.
the other members of the organization. This
Third, increased exchange rate uncertainty acts
normally results in an expansion of trade
to increase the variability of expected earnings
between that country and other countries in the
flows, which may decrease investment because
association. Some of the expansion of trade
many firms attach positive utility to the
comes at the expense of trade with nonorganistability of their flow of earnings. As a result of
zational members (trade diversion), while other
these factors, increases in exchange rate
portions represent a net trade expansion (trade
variability may cause both exporters and
creation).
Another factor that may have an impact on
4 For theoretical studies, see, for example, P. B. Clark,
trade between countries is uncertainty caused
''Uncertainty, Exchange Rate Risk, and the Level of International ~ r a d e , "western Economic Journal. September
by exchange rate variability. ~i~~~~~~
studies have
that
increases in exchange rate uncertainty may
decrease both import demand and export
supply, although empirical studies have not
been successful in providing empirical evidence
on the impact of -uncertainty '- For the most
studies have emphasized
pa*, the
3 This point is made by Linnemann in his An Econometric
Study of World Trade Flows.
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1973; W . Ethier, "International Trade and the Forward
Exchange Market," American Economic Review, June
1973; and P. Hooper and S. Kohlhagen, "The Effects of
Exchange Rate Uncertainty on the Prices and Volume of
International Trade," Journal of International Economics,
November 1978.
For a casual examination using annual data, see L.
Yeager, International Monetary ~eiations.Harper & Row,
1966. Examples of empirical studies using quarterly data
include J. Makin, "Ellrocurrenciesand the Evolution of the
International Monetary System," in Eurocurrencies and the
International Monetary System, C . Stem, et al., eds.,
American Enterprise Inst., 1976, and Hooper and
Kohlhagen, "The Effects of Exchange Rate Uncertainty."
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importers to pursue their business with greater
caution.$
EMPIRICAL ESTIMATION

The previous section discussed several
variables which may influence international
trade flows. In this section, the effects of these
variables on trade between 19 countries during
the 1973-76 period are empirically estimated.
For this purpose a single equation econometric
model was used. The model can be summarized
as f01lows:~
xij = f(GDPi, GDPj, Dij, PCDij,
EECij, EFTAij, VEXij,
VTREXij)

United Kingdom, and the
United States.
xij

GDPi

= 1 through 19 countries

(i#j). The countries are
Austria, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark,
Finland, France, West
Germany, Iceland, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Sweden, Switzerland, the

5 Finally, many countries choose to inhibit the importation
of goods from other countries through both tariff and nontariff barriers. Thus, in general, actual world trading
patterns are below their potential levels. Unfortunately,
these effects are not quantifiable. For a discussion of how
tariff and nontariff barriers inhibit agricultural trade, see R.
Abrams and C. E. Harshbarger, "U.S. Agricultural Trade
in the 1970s: Progress and Problems," Economic Review,
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, May 1979.
The model is an adaptation of the model developed by
Jan Tinbergen and Hans Linnemann in the studies referred
to Footnote 1. As a result of trade barriers being nonquantifiable, the model can only depict average trading
patterns. For a full discussion of the model, see Richard K
Abrams, "Actual and Potential Trade Flows with Flexible
Exchange Rates," Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City,
Working Paper 80-01.
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= the income of country i (the

exporting country), measured by i's Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) in constant
1970 SDR's,
GDPj

= the income of country j (the

importing country), measured by j's GDP in constant 1970 SDR's,

where
i, j

= trade flows af country i to
country j; that is, the
exports of i to j, measured
in constant 1970 SDR's,

Dij

= distance between i and j,

PCDij

= absolute percentage differ-

ence in real per capita
incomes of i and j,
EECij

= a dummy variable to mea-

sure the impact of membership in the EEC. This
variable is set equal to 1 if i
and j are both members of
the EEC and 0 otherwise,
EFTAij = a dummy variable to measure the impact of membership in the EFTA. This
variable is set equal to 1 if i
and j are both members of
the EFTA and 0 otherwise,
VEXij

= a proxy for exchange rate

uncertainty between i and j
caused by any bilateral
exchange rate variability,
and

VTREXij=

a proxy for exchange rate
uncertainty between i and j
caused by variation of
bilateral exchange rates
from trend.

The variable measuring trade flows, Xij, and
the income variables, GDPi and GDPj, are
deflated by the exporting country's export price
index and the domestic country's CPI, respectively, to keep all values in constant terms. This
was done to minimize the effect of inflation on
the model. EEC and EFTA are included in the
model to quantify the additional trade which
usually results when both trading partners are
members of the same trade preference organization. Membership in the two associations
was treated separately because the impact of
associational membership may vary between
organizations. Dij measures distance between
major ports or the closest distance overland
between each pair of countries, while PCDij is a
proxy for the similarity of the demand
characteristics of each pair of countries.'
The last two variables, VEX and VTREX,
measure the exchange rate uncertainty that
may arise from two somewhat different sources.
First, uncertainty may be caused by any
variation in bilateral exchange rates. That is,
any variation may be unexpected, and
therefore, it may increase uncertainty.
Alternatively, market participants may expect a
trend to develop in bilateral exchange rates. In
this case, only deviations from that trend give
rise to increased levels of uncertainty. VEX is

7 PCD is similar to a variable developed by Z. Hirsch and
B. Lev in "Trade and Per Capita Income Differentials: A
Test of the Burenstam-Linder Hypothesis," World
Development, September 1973. PCDij = max (RPCi/
RPCj, RPCj/RPCi) where RPC is real per capita income.
When the model is placed in log-linear form, PCDij
becomes llog RPCi - log RPCj .)

meant to measure the first form of uncertainty.
It assumes that exchange rate uncertainty is
related to past variance in bilateral exchange
rates. VTREX measures the second form of
uncertainty and assumes that exchange rate
uncertainty is related to past variance in
bilateral rates from their trend.B
To determine the impact of the different
variables on international trade flows, the
coefficients of the single equation model were
empirically estimated using ordinary least
squares regression analysis. The analysis used
pooled time series cross-section data which
included observations of the trade flows of the
19 countries in the sample for each of the years
from 1973 to 1976.9
The model was first estimated using
international trade flows, Xij, as the dependent
variable, and GDPi, GDPj, and the other
variables listed previously as independent
variables. This estimate, however, was unable
8 If in year t, j's exchange rate in terms of ips currency is
EXi,j,t, then

where k represents the months of year t-1. If monthly
changes in bilateral exchange rates are D EXij, then
12

~REXi,j,t=k~l[AEXi,j,k-A~,j,t-~)-l12
where k represents the months of year t-1. Both VEX and
VTREX use values from the previous year to avoid
ascribing excessive knowledge to the transactors.
9 The model was estimated in log-linear form. As a result,
the sum of the antilogs of the expected values of the
dependent variable was not necessarily equal to the sum of
the actual values of the dependent variable. The use of a
single equation for the whole period was based on the
hypothesis that the relationship of the variables in the
model to international trading patterns was stable throughout the period. The stability of each specification of the
model across time was tested by stratifying the data and
making the equivalent of a four-period Chow test. In no
case was it possible to reject the null hypothesis of
structural stability at the 5 per cent confidence level. Tests
for a time trend in bilateral trade also were insignificant.
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Table 1
RESULTS OF THE REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF
THE DETERMINANTS OF TRADE FLOWS
Equation Intercept

GDPi

-- -

GDPj

-

COEFFICIENT
D..
PCDij

,,

-

-

EECij EFTAij V E X i j V T R E X i j R~
- - - -S.E.E.
-

I .I

0.447
(6.52)

1.2

0.412
0.755 0.650 -0.252 -0.188 0.305 0.248
(5.48) (47.83) (41.85)(-24.80)(-2.94)(9.91) (6.78)

0.756 0.651 -0.251 -0.198 0.313 0.244 -0.052
(47.77)(41.76)(24.51) (-3.09)(10.15) (6.64)(3.96)

0.803 0.383

-0.059 0.803 0.382
. (-3.95)

NOTES: t-statistics in parentheses indicate that all coefficients are statistically significant at the 1 per
cent level of confidence. R* is the coefficient of determination. S.E.E. is the standard error of the
estimate. The empirical equation estimated is as follows:
log X i j = a0 + a1 log G D P i + a2 log G D P j + a3 log D i j + a4 log PCDij + a5 EECij + a 6
EFTAij + a7 log VEXij + a8 log VTREXij + eij.
to isolate the separate impacts of VEX and
VTREX, due partly to the close relationship
between these variables. For this reason, two
additional regression equations were estimated.
One (equation 1.1) included all variables except
VTREX, while the other (equation 1.2)
excluded VEX and included the other
variables. The results of the two versions of the
model are presented in Table 1. All coefficients
in both models are statistically significant at
the 1 per cent confidence level and have the
expected sign.1° The general fit of the two
models was good: the R 2 of both models was
0.80, implying that the model explained about
four-fifths of the variation in bilateral trade
flows.
The estimated effects of income, distance,
and 'trade perference on trade flows all
generally coincided with the findings of
previous research. The coefficient on the GDPi
Certain variables not discussed in the text were included
in preliminary versions of the model. For example, the
populations of importing and exporting countries were
included because Linnemann found that they have a
negative impact on trade. However, in tests for this article,
population was not found to be statistically significant.
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was about 0.76 in both equations, implying
that a 1 per cent increase in the income of an
exporting country, on average, resulted in
about a three-fourths of 1 per cent increase in
its exports to each of its trading partners. The
coefficient of 0.65 on GDPj implies that a 1 per
cent increase in the income of the importing
country is matched by approximately a
two-thirds of 1 per cent increase in imports
from each trading partner. The larger
coefficient on GDPi than GDPj implies that,
other things equal, a higher-income country
had a higher ratio of expected exports to
expected imports than a lower-income country.
This result appears reasonable because the
model only deals with trade between a subset of
developed countries.
The coefficient on the distance variable was
about -0.25 in both of the estimated equations.
To understand the significance of this
coefficient, assume country A trades with two
countries, B and C, which are identical in all
respects except that B is 1 per cent further from
A than C. In this case, the estimated coefficient
on Dij implies that A would be expected to
have roughly one-fourth of 1 per cent more

trade with C than with B.
In both models, the coefficients on the trade
preference dummy variables, EEC and EFTA,
were about 0.31 and about 0.25, respectively.
These findings imply that membership in either
the EEC or the EFTA resulted in significantly
higher levels of trade with other members of the
given trade association than with nonmembers.
The larger coefficient on EEC seems to indicate
that these effects were more pronounced within
the EEC than in the EFTA.
The significant coefficient on PCD lends
support to the hypothesis that per capita
income differentials affected trade. The point
estimates on PCD, ranging from -0.188 to
-0.198, imply that, other things equal, a 1 per
cent larger per capita income differential
resulted in approximately a 0.2 per cent decline
in expected trade between the two countries.
The coefficients on the exchange rate
uncertainty variables in equations 1.1 and 1.2
were statistically significant when they were
tested separately. Moreover, while the model
was unable to isolate which form of uncertainty
was the primary cause of trade losses, negative
coefficients on VEX and VTREX clearly show
that exchange rate uncertainty did have an
adverse effect on international trade flows in
the 1973-76 period. Thus, while previous
research has presented theoretical evidence that
exchange rate volatility may reduce
international trade, this paper is the first to
provide empirical support for this hypothesis.
ESTIMATES OF THE TRADE LOSSES
FROM EXCHANGE RATE VARIABILITY
This section uses the model to estimate trade
losses that resulted from exchange rate
uncertainty during the 1973-76 period, the first
four years of the generalized float. These
estimates were made by using a three-step
procedure. The first step was to estimate the
levels of bilateral trade flows that would be
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expected to prevail under conditions that
existed during the 1973-76 floating rate period,
including the level of exchange rate
uncertainty. The second step was to estimate
the trade flows that would be expected to
prevail under pre-1973 levels of exchange rate
uncertainty rather than the uncertainty of the
1973-76 period. The third step was to compare
the trade flows estimated in the first step with
those estimated in the second to obtain
estimates of any trade losses that resulted from
increases in exchange rate uncertainty during
the 1973-76 period.
The first step-estimating trade flows under
1973-76 uncertainty conditions-involves calculating the model's estimates of trade flows for
the period. The calculation uses the estimated
values of the model's coefficients along with the
1973-76 values of all of the independent
variables, including variables measuring
exchange rate uncertainty, VEX, or VTREX.
The results indicate that, according to the
version of the model containing VEX (equation
1.11, trade flows for the 19 countries would be
expected to total approximately SDR659 billion
under conditions that prevailed during the
1973-76 period. For the VTREX version
(equation 1.2), trade flows would have been
expected to be SDR664 billion. (See Table 2.)
The second step involves simulating the
model to estimate the level of trade flows that
would be expected had pre-1973 levels of
exchange rate uncertainty continued through
the 1973-76 period. In simulating the model,
the estimated coefficients were used, along with
the 1973-76 values of all independent variables
except the variables measuring exchange rate
uncertainty. For VEX and VTREX, pre-1973
values were used. VEX and VTREX, however,
varied markedly from year to year during the
latter part of the pre-1973 fixed rate period,
with no single year appearing representative.
For this reason, one "good" or stable year and
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one "bad" or unstable year was used to
represent a range for exchange rate uncertainty
during the pre-1973 fixed rate period. For the
stable year, 1970 was used. Although there
were major capital flows taking place in 1970,
the only major exchange rate movement was
the float of the Canadian dollar in May of that
year. For the unstable year, 1971 was selested
because the fixed exchange rate system nearly
collapsed in that year; 1971 was not only
marked by numerous major currency
revaluations and devaluations, but, starting in
August of t h a t year, the United States
suspended dollar convertibility for a
four-month period, which resulted in a chaotic
period of floating but managed exchange rates.
In summary, a total of four sets of
simulations were made. These included two
simulations of both equations 1.1 and 1.2
Table 2
ESTIMATED TRADE REDUCTION 1973-76
CAUSED BY EXCHANGE RATE
UNCERTAINTY
(In billions of 1970 SDR's)
Exchange Rate
Uncertainty
Measured b y :
VEX
VTREX
(eq. I .I
(eq. 1.2)

-Total Expected Trade*
Under 1973-76 levels o f
exchange rate uncertainty
Under pre-1973 levels of
exchange rate uncertainty
1970 levels
1971 levels

659.2

663.6

756.2
666.9

790.5
656.8

97.0
14.7
7.7
1..2

126.9
19.1
-6.8
-1 .O

Trade Loss

1970 levels
Per cent of total trade
1971 levels
Per cent of total trade

*Actual trade flows totaled SDR690.4 billion
during the period.
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using first 1970 values of VEX and VTREX
and, then, 1971 values of these variables. The
results are presented in Table 2. The
simulations yield estimates of total trade from
as high as SDR790 billion using the model with
VTREX and 1970 levels of exchange rate
uncertainty, to as low as SDR657 billion using
the same model and 1971 levels of uncertainty.
The results of the third step-comparing the
trade flows of the first and second steps-are
shown in the last two rows of Table 2. They
show that had exchange rate uncertainty
remained during the 1973-76 period as it was in
1970, large amounts of additional trade may
have taken place. The simulations using the
1970 values of the exchange rate uncertainty
imply that from 14.7 to as much as 19.1 per
cent more trade would have taken place during
the period. On the other hand, if the more
unstable conditions of 1971 had prevailed in
the 1973-76 period, the model implies that very
little more, or possibly less, trade would have
taken place.
CONCLUSION
This article has presented a model of macroeconomic determinants of trade flows between
developed countries. An important feature of
the model was the inclusion of variables that
measured the effects of the exchange rate
uncertainty which resulted from exchange rate
variability. The model was used to estimate
the trade losses which may have occurred
during the 1973-76 period as a result of
exchange rate uncertainty generally being
greater than in the pre-1973 fixed-rate period.
As in previous research, the incomes of both
the exporting and importing countries, the
distance between the trading countries, and
membership in the same trade preference
organization were found to have a significant
impact on international trade flows. The
findings also supported the hypothesis that
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countries with more similar demand characteristics tend to engage in more bilateral trade.
The most important contribution of the
model is its isolation of the effects of exchange
rate uncertainty on international trade flows.
While previous research implies that exchange
rate uncertainty may have a negative impact on
trade, this model is the first to empirically
support the hypothesis that trade is adversely
affected by uncertainty.
This study also found that estimated trade
losses from increased exchange rate uncertainty
during the 1973-76 period depend on the level
of uncertainty that was assumed to have
prevailed in the pre-1973 period. If exchange
rate conditions during the 1973-76 period
would have been similar to the relatively stable
conditions which existed in 1970, it was
estimated that world trade would have

expanded considerably more than it actually
did. On the other hand, if the unstable
exchange rate conditions of 1971 had prevailed
in the 1973-76 period, it was estimated that
international trade during this period would
have closely approximated the trade which
actually took place.
Because differing exchange rate regimes may
have differing maintenance and adjustment
costs as well as differing levels of capital
controls, the results of this article cannot be
generalized to show one exchange rate regime
as being preferable to another. However, the
article does show that, other things equal,
increased exchange rate volatility is detrimental
to trade. Furthermore, if exchange rate
volatility could be reduced at a modest cost,
it would be a way to increase international
trade flows.
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Approaches to Bank Liquidity Management
By Dudley G. Luckett

The concept of bank "liquidity"-the shortrun ability of commercial banks to service
deposit withdrawals and loan requests-has
undergone fundamental changes in the past 20
years. Prior to that time, banks in the United
States measured their liquidity positions by the
amounts of certain short-term, readily marketable assets they held. These assets, commonly
called "secondary reserves," consisted of such
earning assets as short-term U.S. Treasury
bills, broker and dealer loans, and bankers'
acceptances. Additionally, many small banks
used cash assets, such as correspondent
balances and excess reserves, for liquidity
purposes.
The only liability item used widely by banks
to service deposit flows was member bank
borrowings from the Federal Reserve. Most
member banks, however, borrowed only reluctantly and sporadically from the Federal
Reserve. Bank liquidity management was
mainly confined to managing the bank's assets.
Beginning in the early 1%0s, commercial
banks in the United States developed a number
of liability instruments that gave them the
Dudley G. Luckett, professor of economics at Iowa State
University (Ames), was a visiting scholar at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City in July and August 1979. Don
Kimball assisted in the preparation of the article. The views
expressed are the author's and do not necessarily reflect
those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City or the
Federal Reserve System.
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ability to acquire liquidity from the liability
side of the balance sheet. The development of
these instruments-Federal funds, large certificates of deposit, Eurodollar borrowings, and
repurchase agreements-has given rise to bank
liquidity management practices that are quite
different from those previously used by U.S.
commercial banks. Yet the practice of liability
management, as it has come to be called, while
widely remarked upon, is but little understood
by those not directly engaged in banking.
Accordingly, the purpose of this article is to
describe contemporary liquidity management
practices of commercial banks. This will be
done by reference to data on a sample of banks
in the Tenth Federal Reserve District. Before
presenting these data, however, it is first useful
to develop an overall conceptual framework
within which to examine the data.
THE SHORT-RUN
ADJUSTMENT PROBLEM

Over a period of several weeks, a commercial
bank must simultaneously seek to achieve a
number of overlapping goals. There is, first,
the goal of efficiently managing its reserve
position. As is well known, a member bank of
the Federal Reserve is legally required to hold
cash reserves equal to a stipulated percentage
of its deposits. It is not necessary for a bank to
meet its reserve requirements on a daily basis;

rather, it is only required that the average
reserve balance held by the bank during a given
week be of the required amount. The week-over
which reserves are averaged begins on
Thursday and is known as the "reserve settlemen t period. " '
If a bank ends its reserve settlement period
with its average reserves being either larger or
smaller than required, it suffers a loss in
profits. A bank with excess reserves will have
lost the return that these funds would have
earned had they been invested; a bank with too
few reserves incurs a penalty rate of interest on
the deficiency.* One very immediate, and very
important, short-run goal for the bank is to
manage its "money position," that is, its
average reserve balance, so that it ends the
week with the amount of reserves it is legally
required to hold, neither more nor less.
Superimposed on the bank's goal of
managing its money position is a second set of
goals which, while usually not so pressing as
reserve adjustments, are as important. These
goals deal with the servicing of the general and
particular needs of the bank's customers. A
bank must be constantly aware, for example, of
where it stands today relative to the seasonal
deposit and loan patterns expected to emerge in
coming weeks. Similarly, bankers try to anticipate the special financial needs of their large
1 The actual reserve requirement calculation is quite complex and is not immediately germane to this article. For
definitions and percentages, see any recent Federal Reserve
Bulletin. Under the lagged reserve accounting system now
in operation, average weekly reserves are held against
average deposits two weeks prior to the reserve settlement
period. Thus, the bank has a known and definite reserve
goal in the settlement period.
2 The penalty rate is 2 per cent above the current discount
rate. However, a bank may be as much as 2 per cent
deficient in its required reserves without incurring a
penalty, providing that such a deficiency is offset by an
equivalent excess in the following reserve settlement period.
Similarly, a bank may carry over as much as a 2 per cent
excess of reserves to the following reserve week.

customers-needs that can be very complex in
terms of the financial arrangements involved.
Finally, overlying the other goals, the bank
will be pursuing an overall investment strategy.
The bank's investment strategy consists of
determining the types and amounts of various
open market debt instruments-mainly government bonds-the bank wants to hold as
earning assets. This set of decisions is quite
complex, depending on such factors as risk, tax
status, maturity, and the comparative yields of
the various instruments available. A bank does
not pursue an investment strategy on a weekly
or even a monthly basis. Rather, a bank will
typically attempt to change the composition of
its investment portfolio over a period of several
months, with only marginal adjustments being
made during shorter periods.
Achieving the bank's various short-run goals
is not a simple matter. Each day, large sums of
money flow through the bank in a subtle
interweaving of patterns: deposits are withdrawn and added to, loans are made, repaid,
and renewed, old investments mature and new
ones are acquired, scheduled liabilities come
due and may or may not be replaced. The
problem faced by the bank is to organize this
complex of events so that it meets its weekly
need for legal reserves while simultaneously
achieving or making progress toward its other
short-run goals.
To help understand how the bank meets its
goals, a distinction may be made between nondiscretionary and discretionaiy changes in the
bank's balance sheet items. While this distinction is not precise and to some extent depends
on the period under consideration, within the
present context of a few weeks or months it can
serve as a useful organizing principle. By nondiscretionary balance sheet changes is meant
those changes over which the bank has little or
no short-run control. Perhaps the most obvious
example of a nondiscretionary balance sheet
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item is a bank's deposits (except large CD's).
Since the bank is a profitmaking institution, it
will accept any deposits it is offered; and the
bank is, of course, legally or conventionally
obliged to repay deposits on customer demand.
Thus, short-run deposit fluctuations "just
happen" for the individual bank.
Another major example of a nondiscretionary
balance sheet item, only slightly less obvious
than deposits, is loans. A bank is not, of
course, under legal obligation to make loans.
But the logic of the bank's own long-run selfinterest is almost equally as compelling. A
bank that is temporarily unable or unwilling to
make loans to an established customer of
proven creditworthiness is likely to lose that
customer-and hence a profitable customer
relationship-permanently. Other examples of
nondiscretionary balance sheet items are shortrun changes in the bank's capital accounts,
cash items in the process of collection, and
required reserves.
In contrast, discretionary balance sheet items
are those items over which, under ordinary
circumstances, the bank has considerable
short-run control. Discretionary items would
include such liabilities as Federal funds
purchased, negotiable certificates of deposit,
Eurodollar borrowings, and repurchase agreements. Here also should probably be listed
limited and occasional borrowings from the
Federal Reserve. On the asset side, the bank
would usually regard any unencumbered3 shortterm open market assets as being subject to
short-run control.
3 Deposits of governmental units usually carry with them
the stipulation that certain of the bank's assets be pledged
against their repayment. The most common bank assets
used for this purpose are U.S. government securities. Such
pledged assets are not, of course, available to the bank for
liquidation. For a discussion of pledging requirements, see
Ronald A. Ratti, "Pledging Requirements and Bank Assets
Portfolios," Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City
Economic Review, September-October 1979. pp. 13-23.
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The process of short-run bank management
can be understood in terms of this distinction
between discretionary and nondiscretionary
balance sheet items. Each day the bank
experiences substantial nondiscretionary flows
of funds moving through it. Some of these
flows, such as deposit increases, loan repayments, and maturing investments, supply the
bank with funds. Others, such as deposit
withdrawals and new loans, absorb bank funds.
Short-run bank liquidity management consists
of making changes in the bank's discretionary
items to offset or reinforce the net effect of the
nondiscretionary flows in order to achieve the
short-run goals of the bank.
INSTRUMENTS OF SHORT-RUN
BANK ADJUSTMENTS

The instruments available for short-run bank
liquidity management encompass the entire
money market. This section discusses the
general features of those instruments commonly
used by banks in the Tenth Federal Reserve
Distri~t.~
Federal Funds
Federal funds are short-term funds that
banks lend to one another. While other
institutions also participate in this market, and
while longer term trades are sometimes made,
the bulk of the market consists of one-day (or
weekend) loans between banks. Market usage
describes the borrowing of Federal funds as a
purchase and the lending of Federal funds as a
sale. Federal funds purchased are nondeposit
liabilities, and prior to October 11, 1979, banks
were not required to hold reserves against

4 The most important money market instrument omitted
from the following discussion is Eurodollars, dollar-denominated deposits in offshore foreign banks, which are used
very little by Tenth District banks.

'

them.= Moreover, purchased Federal funds do
not affect the premiums banks pay for deposit
insurance.
Large Certificates of Deposit (CD's)
Large (over $100,000) certificates of deposit
are evidences of money that customers have left
on deposit in a bank for a stipulated number of
days. They are either negotiable, in which case
they may be sold and resold in the CD market,
or non-negotiable, in which case they may not.
Maturities generally run from 30 to 90 days,
although sometimes they are longer. CD's are
subject to both reserve requirements and FDIC
insurance assessments.
Repurchase Agreements and Reverses
A repurchase agreement (also called a rep0
or RP) is an arrangment between a commercial
bank and a corporate or governmental
customer first to sell and then to repurchase a
security. Since the price and date at which the
security will be repurchased are stipulated in
the original sale contract, a repurchase agreement is, in effect, a secured loan with a fixed
return and maturity. By far the most common
type of security used in repurchase agreements
is the U.S. Treasury bill. Maturities on repurchase agreements are usually very short,
frequently one day, although term repos are not
uncommon. A reverse repurchase agreement is

5 Effective in the statement week beginning October 11,
1979, a marginal reserve requirement was placed on the
"managed liabilities" of member banks. Managed
liabiliti's include, but are not limited to, repurchase
agreements against U.S. government and Federal agency
securities and Federal funds borrowings from nonmember
institutions.
6 For a more detailed discussion of the repurchase
agreement market, see Norman N. Bowsher, "Repurchase
Agreements," Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis Review,
September 1979, pp. 17-22.
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the opposite of a repo: The bank agrees first to
buy the security and then resell it to the
customer. A repurchase agreement is a source
of funds to the bank, and a reverse, a use of the
bank's funds.
Borrowing from the Federal Reserve
A member bank of the Federal Reserve
System may adjust its reserve position by
borrowing reserves directly from the Federal
Reserve. These borrowings are typically for very
short periods, with the rate of interest paid
being the well-publicized "discount rate." As a
matter of management policy, and in line with
Federal Reserve regulations, most member
banks make only limited use of this privilege.
Treasury Bills and Other
Government Obligations
Treasury bills are short-term debt obligations
of the U.S.government. They do not carry an
explicit rate of interest; rather, they are traded
on a discount basis, with the difference between
their purchase price and their maturity value
being the investors' return.' Although some
T-bills, as they are called, are issued with
original maturities of one year, the bulk of
them are issued each week with three- and sixmonth maturities. Because of their absence of
credit risk, their easy marketability, and the
narrow range over which their market price
fluctuates, Treasury bills are, with the
exception of Federal funds sold, generally
considered the most highly liquid of bank
assets. For this reason, they were the secondary
reserve asset par excellence prior to the advent
of bank liability management
practices. Today,
-

See Margaret E. Bedford, "The Federal Reserve and the
Government Securities Market," Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City Economic Review. April 1978, pp. 15-31.
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many banks hold T-bills primarily to be used in
repurchase agreements and as pledged
securities against government deposits.
Besides Treasury bills, the U.S. government
also issues and guarantees a wide variety of
debt obligations. Any of these obligations
nearing maturity possesses most of the
desirable characteristics of Treasury bills and
may be purchased or sold by banks for shortrun adjustment purposes.
Other Money Market Instruments
In addition to the instruments previously
described, banks may use various other money
market instruments for short-run liquidity. The
most common of these instruments are: prime
commercial paper, which is short-term debt
issued by large, well-known corporations;
bankers' acceptances, which is short-term corporate debt that has been guaranteed by a
bank; and loans to brokers and dealers, which
are secured loans made to securities dealers.
Like Treasury bills, these instruments are
earning assets of the bank that may be
purchased for a short-term bank investment or
sold as a ready source of bank funds.
PRINCIPLES OF BANK
LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT

As seen from the preceding discussion, the
individual bank is presented with a large
number of means to effect a given adjustment.
Since the bank is not confined to a single discretionary instrument, there are in principle an
infinite number of responses it may make to
any given net change in its nondiscretionary
items. In this sense, each bank is unique.
Nevertheless, there are two underlying principles involved in the bank's decision process
which, while not explaining bank behavior,
may serve as an aid in understanding it. The
first of these principles is the philosophy of the
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bank's management. The second is that the
bank will strive to minimize the cost of
managing its liquidity position.
Management Philosophy
Operationally, a management philosophy
consists of a set of explicit or implicit guidelines
laid down by top management that specify
certain constraints on the behavior of different
departments of the bank. Because these constraints are frequently the result of a group
decisionmaking process, and because department heads may also play a role in formulating
the rules relevant to their own department, a
management philosophy does not necessarily
represent a single, consistent viewpoint. For
example, a bank may be quite aggressive in
seeking out new loan customers and at the
same time quite conservative in the way it
handles the activities of its trust department.
Considerable care thus needs to be exercised in
categorizing and judging actual banks with
respect to their approach to management
practices; the spectrum of "good" management
philosophies in banking is virtually as broad as
the banking system itself. Granted this qualification, however, it is possible to describe, in
very general terms, banks at either end of the
conservative-aggressive spectrum.
Probably the main focal point of different
management approaches to short-run bank
adjustment is the concept of bank liquidity.
While the basic idea behind this concept
remains the same today as it was 100 years ago,
its operational content has evolved with the
banking system. What any measure of liquidity
tries to quantify is the ability of the bank to
service its deposit and loan customers, even
under difficult circumstances. Prior to the
1960s, the most commonly used measure of
bank liquidity was the loan-deposit ratio, which
compared the bank's least liquid assets with its
most liquid liabilities. With the advent of liabil-

ity management, however, the loan-deposit
ratio has become increasingly irrelevant. A
single example will illustrate why this is so: A
bank that makes regular use of purchased
Federal funds to service its loan customers will
raise the numerator without affecting the
denominator of its loan-deposit ratio. Yet, such
a bank is not necessarily less liquid because it
purchased Federal funds.
While there is no commonly agreed upon
contemporary measure of bank liquidity, the
various measures now in use have as their
central concept the notion of confidence-sensitive money. Confidence-sensitive money is any
source of bank funds that is sensitive to a loss
of confidence either in a particular bank or in
the banking system generally. While a strict
interpretation of this concept would include the
uninsured portion of any bank deposit, empirical definitions are usually confined to Federal
funds purchased, large certificates of deposit,
and other bank liabilities for borrowed money.8
The linking of the ideas of confidence-sensitive money and bank liquidity is meant to give
some indication of the extent to which a bank
relies on sources of funds that could disappear
in difficult times. Thus a bank that makes little
or no use of confidence-sensitive money-one
that relies exclusively on its own resourcesreflects a conservative management philosophy.

A related but somewhat narrower concept is that of
"brokered funds." Brokered funds are those funds that a
bank acquires through a broker. This concept is narrower
than confidence-sensitive money because it does not include
all Federal funds purchased, large CD's, etc., but only
those acquired through a broker. For example, a city
correspondent bank may buy Federal funds directly from
one of its country respondent banks without going through
a broker. Or a bank may sell a negotiable certificate of
deposit directly t o a corporate customer with the
understanding that the corporation will sell it only in an
emergency (however defined). In neither of these examples
would the bank have increased its use of brokered funds,
although the bank's reliance on confidence-sensitive money
would have gone up in both cases.

Presumably, such a bank would encounter little
difficulty in meeting the needs of its customers
even in troubled economic times. At the other
end of the spectrum is the bank that seeks out
funds from any source, so long as the total cost
of such funds is less than the net rate of return
the bank is earning by investing them. Such a
bank is relying heavily on outside sources of
funds and reflects an aggressive management
philosophy. Most banks in the United States
fall somewhere between the conservative-aggressive dichotomy, with neither extreme describing an actual bank. Nevertheless, management philosophy has a profound effect on the
paths individual banks use to make short-run
balance sheet adjustments.
Cost Minimization
Given the general viewpoint of the bank's
management, there remains a wide variety of
decisions to be made in bank liquidity
management. A bank needing additional loan
funds, for example, may acquire them in many
different ways: purchasing Federal funds,
issuing large certificates of deposit, entering
into repurchase agreements, or selling Treasury
bills, to name only a few. In very general terms,
the particular instrument, or combination of
instruments, chosen by the bank to achieve a
given goal will conform to the least-cost principle. That is, the bank will attempt to minimize
the cost of managing portfolio changes subject
to the overall constraints imposed by its
management philosophy. The "cost" of bank
funds is to be understood in its broadest sense.
It includes not only the market rate of interest
on the instrument used, but such additional
considerations as maturity, quality (risk),
brokerage fees, paperwork costs, FDIC insurance premiums, and reserve requirements.
Moreover, the bank must make judgments
about a number of factors whose consequences
cannot be definitely known at the time a
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decision is made. These factors may generally
be classified under two headings: (1) the particular circumstances of the bank, including the
manner in which these circumstances are likely
to evolve in the immediate future, and (2) forecasts of open market interest rates.
Particular Bank Circumstances. Each
individual bank has certain unique circumstances surrounding its own situation that affect the
choice of instruments used in making a shortrun adjustment. One such factor is the timefor
which the finds are needed or available. For
example, a bank facing a seasonal peak in its
loan demand may finance these loans with
either large CD's or repurchase agreements.
One fundamental difference between the two
instruments is that repurchase agreements are
commonly renewed on a daily basis with
different customers. Moreover, because they
involve the literal sale and repurchase of
securities, repos require a great deal of
paperwork. Thus the total costs of repurchase
agreements are largely variable, rising steadily
as a function of the length of time for which the
funds are needed. Issuing CD's, in contrast,
involves the bank in high fixed costs (including
insurance premiums and nonearning reserves),
but no variable costs; once the CD's are issued,
no further expenses are incurred. Thus, other
considerations aside, the bank would tend to
finance a loan expansion of a few days' duration with repurchase agreements and a loan
expansion of several weeks' duration with CD's.
This point can be made more precisely with
the aid of Chart 1, in which total net costs are
shown on the vertical axis and time (days or
weeks) is shown on the horizontal axis. The net
costs of financing a given amount of borrowing
by repurchase agreements9 are shown as the
upward-sloping solid line, and the net costs of
financing the same amount by issuing CD's are
shown as the horizontal solid line. If the bank
needs the funds for a period of time less than
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Oa, it will minimize costs by using repurchase
agreements; if the bank expects to need the
money for a period longer than Oa, it will be
better off issuing large CD's.
As is usual with such graphic analysis, Chart
1 assumes that a great many other factors are
held constant-factors such as interest rate
expectations, bank liquidity, and uncertainty
about the period for which the funds are
needed. Thus, Chart 1 should be thought of as
decribing a tendency only. With this
qualification, however, it is possible to extend
the analysis to illustrate an ancillary tendency.
Suppose that the net cost to the bank of issuing
large CD's rises. Such a rise might occur for
many reasons-for example, a widening spread
in market interest rates, a change in brokerage
fees, or an increase in the legal reserve
requirement applicable to large CD's. In terms
of Chart 1, the consequences of such a rise is to
shift the solid horizontal line upward to the
dashed line shown in the chart. This upward
shift in turn lengthens from Oa to Ob the period
over which it is economical to finance the funds
by using repos.
The preceding analysis thus suggests that, to
the extent they are not self-financed by deposit
inflows, banks will tend to finance seasonal and
cyclical loan expansions by using their longer
term instruments. Random or unexpected fluctuations in deposits and loans, alternatively,
will tend to be associated with changes in
instruments of short duration, such as Federal
funds and repurchase agreements.
A second important factor having to do with
particular bank circumstances is t h a t of
9 The purpose of Chart 1 is to contrast sources of bank
funds of very short maturity with sources that mature in
several weeks. Thus, in terms of the chart, long-term
repurchase agreements, or purchases of term Federal
funds, would take on many of the analytical characteristics
of CD's. Of course, RP's are a potential source of funds
only if the bank has available securities that are being held
for pledging or for longer run investments.

Chart 1
THE NET COSTS OF LARGE CD'S COMPARED WITH REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
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customer needs. In a great many cases the
choice of which adjustment instruments to use
is forced onto the bank by circumstances
beyond its immediate control. A large city bank
that does an extensive correspondent business,
for example, may engage in some Federal funds
purchases and sales solely to accommodate its
country respondent banks. Similarly, repurchase agreements may be u.sed by a bank's
corporate and governmental customers as a
substitute for interest-bearing demand deposits
and hence may be undertaken at the initiative
of the customer. And, of course, banks must
respond to customers who request CD's as a
temporary repository for idle funds. Thus, for
large banks particularly, there may be no single
balance sheet category that is wholly discretionary.
18

a

b

Time

The bank's perception of its current liquidity
relative to where it wants to be is another factor
that undoubtedly influences t h e way a
particular bank manages its money position.'O
As previously discussed, banks operate within
the framework of a management philosophy
that sets limits on the use they make of the
various adjustment instruments. The nature of
this constraint is misconceived, however, if it is
thought of as a boundary line that the bank
either does or does not exceed. A more

lo For empirical evidence on this point, see in particular
Donald Michael DePamphillis, A Microeconomic Analysis
of the Short-Term Commercial Bank Adjustment Process,
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, Research Report 55, April
1974, chapters 4 and 5.
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Chart 2
THE NET COST OF REPURCHASE AGREEMENTS
Net

Costs

appropriate analogy would be to think of it as
an elastic band that becomes more resistent the
farther it is stretched. The individual bank,
that is, does not adjust its liquidity position on
a weekly basis. Rather, the adjustment is likely
to take place over a period of several months
and to take into account such factors as the
phase of the credit cycle.
Interest Rate Expectations. A very important
factor in determining bank portfolio behavior is
expectations about future interest rates. This
can be illustrated with the aid of Chart 2,
which is a variant of Chart 1. In Chart 2 the
net costs of financing a given amount of bank
funds with repurchase agreements are shown as
curves A and B. The higher curve, A, depicts
the way these costs would behave if interest
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rates were to rise in the future. Because the
repos would have to be rolled over at higher
and higher rates, total costs would rise at an
increasing rate. Under such circumstances, the
bank would prefer to "lock in" the current low
CD rate for all but its most temporary needs.
That is, only if the bank needed the funds for
only a very short time period, Oa, would it
prefer to use repurchase agreements.
Alternatively, if interest rates are expected to
fall in the future the total costs of bank
borrowing through repurchase agreements
would rise at a decreasing rate of increase
(curve B). In this case, the bank would prefer
to avoid a comparatively long-term commitment at the currently high CD rate and instead
would prefer to stay in repos to take advantage
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Chart 3
TENTH DISTRICT WEEKLY REPORTING BANKS
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All other balance
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of the expected lower rates in the future. Thus,
in periods when the bank expects interest rates
to rise, the tendency is to raise funds through
longer term adjustment instruments. In periods
when rates are expected to fall, the tendency is
to utilize very short-term sources o f funds, such
as Federal funds and repurchase agreements.
CASES OF BANK BEHAVIOR
Each week the Federal Reserve Bank of
Kansas City collects balance sheet data from a
sample of 35 member banks in the Tenth Federal Reserve District. These data are used in
this section to illustrate some of the principles
of short-run bank liquidity management
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1977

1978

discussed in the preceding section.'' Both aggregate and individual bank data are presented
-aggregate data to show general tendencies
and individual data to illustrate some of the
varieties of approaches to contemporary liquidity management.
l1 The banks in this particular sample range in size from
about $70 million to about $1.3 billion in total assets, so
that there are no truly small banks represented. Additionally, the data are collected as of the close of business on
Wednesday, the final day of the reserve settlement period
and hence a particularly active day in terms of bank
adjustments. Thus, Federal funds and repurchase
agreement activities may not be representative of bank
behavior throughout the rest of the week. Also, information
on Federal funds and repos is consolidated, so that it is not
possible to distinguish bank activities in these markets
separately.
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Chart 4
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Aggregate Data for 35 Weekly
Reporting Banks
Charts 3 and 4 show the data for all 35
weekly reporting banks for the three-year
period, 1976-78. Chart 3 shows the data that
may roughly be classified as nondiscretionarytotal bank loans, total bank deposits except
large CD's, and "all other balance sheet
items." By all other balance sheet items is
meant the net sum of all other balance sheet
items that are not shown separately in both
Charts 3 and 4. It is a residual item and
includes such things as the banks' capital accounts, legal reserves, and correspondent
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balances. Liability and capital items are
entered into this sum negatively and assets are
entered in as a positive figure. Thus, the series,
"all other balance sheet items," it analogous to
loans: an increase represents a net use of funds,
and a decrease represents a net source of funds.
Chart 4 shows those items over which the
banks are assumed to exercise discretionary
control-net Federal funds purchased plus repurchase agreements, large certificates of
deposit, borrowings from the Federal Reserve,
and total bank investments. The first three of
these items are sources of bank funds, while the
last, bank investments, is a use of bank funds.
Because Charts 3 and 4 taken together exhaust
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the banks' balance sheets, the algebraic sum of
the nondiscretionary items shown in Chart 3
must be of equal value but opposite sign to the
sum of the discretionary items shown in Chart
4. For example, a net increase in the nondiscretionary uses of bank funds in Chart 3 must be
exactly offset by a net increase in the discretionary sources of bank funds in Chart 4.
During the 1976-78 period, the aggregate behavior of the 35 Tenth District banks was
dominated by a large expansion in their loan
portfolios (Chart 3). From the beginning of
1976 to the end of 1978, the total of the banks'
loans rose from about $7 billion to about $10
billion-a loan expansion of $3 billion, or
almost 43 per cent, during the three-year
period. The resulting need for additional funds
was reinforced by the behavior of all other
balance sheet items, which rose from about
$200 million to about $400 million. Taking
loans and all other balance sheet items together, the sample banks thus needed to
acquire some $3.2 billion throughout the
period. To some extent, this need was met
through the expansion of the remaining nondiscretionary item, total bank deposits except
large CD's. From 1976 through 1978, the
banks' deposits rose by about $1.2 billion, from
$6.8 billion to $8 billion. Thus, the net change
in the banks' nondiscretionary items was a
$2-billion increase. Clearly, this increase had to
be financed from an equal net increase in the
banks' discretionary items.
As seen from Chart 4, the needed $2 billion
did not come from either a liquidation of bank
investments or borrowings at the Federal
Reserve. In fact, bank investments actually rose
irregularly throughout the period, by about
$400 million, thus adding slightly to the banks'
need for funds. And, while borrowings from the
Federal Reserve did expand during the period,
the expansion was quantitatively negligible.
Thus, almost all of the nondiscretionary need
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for funds was financed through an expansion of
large certificates of deposits, purchased Federal
funds, and repurchase agreements. Of these,
CD's accounted for about $1.4 billion, and net
Federal funds plus repos accounted for about
$1 billion.
The discussion surrounding Charts 1 and 2
suggests that banks will tend to use large
certificates of deposit to finance their longer
term needs for loans, while using Federal funds
and repos for short-term reserve adjustments.
This conclusion is borne out by casual
inspection of the data. The behavior of the
Federal funds and repurchase agreement series
is highly irregular and is probably related to the
irregularity of movements in deposits and "all
other balance sheet items." It is not possible to
demonstrate this point statistically, however.
The behavioral hypothesis that banks use
changes in Federal funds and repos to offset
net weekly fluctuations in all their other
balance sheet items is statistically indistinguishable from the fact that solving a balance sheet
identity for any one item necessarily results in
equal values on both sides of the equation.
Evidence from other studies, however, supports
the view that the magnitude of weekly changes
in a bank's Federal funds position is related to
fluctuations in its deposits.12
While it is not possible to demonstrate the
tendency of banks to use Federal funds and
repos for temporary needs, it is possible to
develop evidence in support of the other half of
the hypothesis-that banks tend to use large
CD's to finance more permanent needs for
funds. Specifically, the following hypothesis
can be tested: Those bank loans that are not
financed by a permanent deposit flow will be
financed through the issuance of certificates of
l2 See Carl M. Gambs and Donald V. Kimball, "Small
Banks and the Federal Funds Market," Federal Reserve
Bank of Kansas City Economic Review. November 1979,
pp. 3-12.
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deposit. To test this hypothesis, permanent
deposits were defined as the trend line of the
deposit series shown in Chart 3." This trend
in deposits was then subtracted from the loan
series to form an adjusted loan series, which
represents that part of the loan expansion
shown in Chart 3 that could not be financed
through the rise in permanent deposits. The
adjusted loan series was then used in a
regression analysis to explain the behavior of
the large CD series (Chart 4). The resulting
regression equation, which was statistically
significant, indicated that adjusted loans
explained about 52 per cent of large CD's.I4
This result lends empirical support to the
hypothesis that banks use large CD's to finance
loans not financed by permanent deposit flows.
One final point may be made about the data
shown in Chart 4. The behavior of the series on
bank investments may appear surprising
because it indicates that the banks were adding
to their investment portfolios during a period
when they were under heavy pressure to make
additional loans. The explanation for this
behavior lies partly in the banks' increased
need for securities for pledging requirements
and for repurchase agreements. Also, that this
sample of banks increased their investments
during a period of rapid loan expansion is
explained by the U.S. banking system's
movement away from the asset management
practices of 25 years ago and by its adoption of
the liability management practices of today.
Cases of Individual Banks
Economic theory and aggregate data are
useful for analyzing and describing ~ e n e r a l
tendencies, but they necessarily fail to capture
the wide range of behavioral patterns to be
found within the banking system. To round out
the discussion of contemporary bank
management practices three cases of individual
bank behavior are examined. The three cases
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are taken from the sample of 35 weekly
reporting banks previously described and cover
the same period of time. The data shown in
Charts 5, 6, and 7 are classified indentically
with the data in Charts 3 and 4, with two

l3 Various nonlinear forms for the trend were computed.
While the differences among them were small, the most
satisfactory form was the quadratic. The estimated trend
for the deposit series shown in Chart 3 is D = 6,549
24T
- 0 . 1 ~ 2 where
,
D is total deposits (except large CD's), in
million of dollars, and T is time in weeks. All coefficients
are significant at the 1 per cent level. ~2 = .88.
l4 The regression equation was LCD = 2,718
.58L*,
where LCD is large certificates of deposit and L* is the
adjusted loan series. (See text above.) Figures are in
millions of dollars. Both coefficients are significant at the 1
per cent level, and R2 = .52 after adjustment was made to
eliminate autocorrelation. Alternative forms of the equation
were run with loans lagged from one to four weeks. In most
cases, the results improved very slightly in terms of ~ 2 .
The analysis represented by Charts 1 and 2 contains
three hypotheses: (1) banks will use CD's to finance longer
term needs for funds, (2) the behavior of hypothesis (1) will
be modified by the relative costs of CD's and purchased
Federal funds, and (3) the behavior of hypothesis (1) will be
modified by expected interest rate movements. Attempts to
incorporate all three hypotheses into a single regression
equation were unsuccessful but promising. One such
regression, for example, was:

+

+

where LCD and L* are as defined above, RCD - RFF is the
spread between in the interest rate on 90-day negotiable
CD's and the interest rate on overnight Federal funds, and
Reg,$ is the 6-week Treasury bill rate expected at t to
prevail at t 6 weeks. Reg& was proxied by the "forward
rate implied by the Treasury bill yield curve. Dollar
amounts are in millions of dollars, and interest rates are
expressed as a per cent. T-statistics are shown in parentheses, and ~2 = .57 after adjustment was made for autocorrelation in the residuals.
Although the coefficients on the final two variables in the
above regression are not significant, each has the theoretically correct algebraic sign. It should be noted, however,
that there is a strong possibility of simultaneous equation
bias. The regression analysis treats only the supply side of
the large CD market and ignores the demand for CD's by
the sample banks' customers. As previously discussed,
however, the needs of a bank's customers are very
important in determining the mix of adjustment instruments it uses. The regression analysis thus may contain
simultaneous equation bias of unknown influence.

+

in its deposits. However, during this same
period the sum of all other balance sheet items
(not shown in Chart 5) fell substantially, thus
using bank funds and necessitating the expansion of an offsetting discretionary source. In
1976, Bank A met this need by expanding its
Federal funds position; by yearend, purchased
Federal funds was about 10 per cent of its
mean assets.
What is of particular interest about Bank A
is its subsequent response t o its heavy
involvement in purchased Federal funds. In
1977, the bank's management evidently
decided that its dependence on confidencesensitive sources of funds was too great-i.e.,
that the bank's liquidity was below the

exceptions. First, the series on "all other
balance sheet items" and "borrowings from the
Federal Reserve" are not shown. Second, each
series shown is expressed relative to the mean
of the bank's assets over the three-year period.
The first case, that of Bank A, is shown in
Chart 5. Bank A is one of the smaller banks in
the sample, with assets of less than $100
million. It is also one of the larger affiliates of a
multibank holding company. The holding
company practices only loose control over its
affiliate banks, permitting a good deal of autonomy at the local level.
Bank A experienced a very rapid rise in its
loans throughout 1976. This increase was, for
the most part, financed by an equally rapid rise
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desirable level. In any case, Bank A began a
systematic reduction of its investments, using
the money acquired to move from a net-purchased to a net-sold position in the Federal
funds market. Despite the fundamental change
in its Federal funds position' throughout 1977
and 1978, Bank A continued to use weekly
changes in Federal funds for reserve settlement
purposes. Thus, the case of Bank A illustrates
how a bank may alter its approach to liquidity
management through time.
The case of Bank B (Chart 6) illustrates the
way banks may coordinate the use of Federal
funds and large CD's. Bank B is one of the
medium-sized banks of the weekly reporting
sample, having assets in the $250- to $500million range. It has a strong board of direc-

tors, structured management, and procedural
guides for all of the bank's various departments. Within the framework of these management guidelines, authority and responsibility
are readily delegated.
The flow of nondiscretionary funds through
Bank B has two features of particular interest.
One feature is the considerable variability of its
deposits. In fact, a large variance in many of its
nondiscretionary balance sheet items is a
characteristic of Bank B, which in turn requires
considerable skill in portfolio management.
The second feature of Bank B's nondiscretionary items is the relative movement in deposits
and loans. In 1976, deposits grew very rapidly,
while loans (except for seasonal factors) rose
only slightly. In the latter part of 1977 and all
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of 1978, the reverse was true: deposits had an
essentially "flat" trajectory, while loans
expanded sharply. Thus, Bank B was faced
alternately with first using and then acquiring
additional funds, while simultaneously dealing
with a high degree of balance sheet volatility.
The series showing discretionary funds in
Chart 6 indicate how Bank B resolved these
problems. First, like Bank A, the variability in
the Federal funds series strongly suggests that
Bank B used its Federal funds position to
manage weekly fluctuations in its deposits. In
the case of Bank B, however, the Federal funds
market was also used for longer run purposes.
During most of 1976, the bulk of the excess of
deposits over loans went into the Federal funds

26

market; at one point, Bank B's sales of Federal
funds was more than 10 per cent of its mean
assets. In the final quarter of 1976, however, as
deposits rose sharply, the management of Bank
B dramatically reduced its large CD's outstanding and simultaneously liquidated most of
its Federal funds position.
In 1977, the relative use made of federal
funds and large CD's was reversed once again.
From January to October of that year, as total
deposits trended downward, Bank B's
certificates of deposit more than tripled, while
its sales of Federal funds expanded, at one
point to over 15 per cent of its mean assets. In
1978, a reduction of these Federal funds sales
was then used to finance the heavy loan
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expansion of that year, while CD's remained
approximately constant.
Bank C (Chart 7) is one of the largest banks
in the sample, having assets approaching $1
billion. It is of interest primarily because of the
aggressive use it makes of the instruments of
liability management and the way that it
coordinated its use of these instruments with its
investment portfolio. Unlike the two banks
previously examined, Bank C is typically a net
purchaser of Federal funds, at times financing
more than 10 per cent of its assets in this market. It also makes heavy and varied use of large
certificates of deposit. Its use of its investment
portfolio as an adjustment instrument, while
quantitatively less than Federal funds and large
CD's, is also substantial.
Of particular interest among Bank C's nondiscretionary items is the very large and
prolonged increase in loan demand that this
bank experienced over approximately the last
two-thirds of the period. Beginning early in the
second quarter of 1977, total loans rose in an
almost uninterrupted movement from less than
50 per cent to more than 65 per cent of its
mean assets. This loan increase was offset only
slightly by an upward trend in deposits.
Indeed, considering the variability of the
deposit series, it is doubtful that Bank C's
management considered that it had received
any offsetting increase in its permanent
deposits. Thus, Bank C was obliged to finance
all, or very nearly all, of its 1977-78 loan expansion through discretionary sources of funds.
The discretionary funds series given in Chart
7 show how Bank C utilized these sources of
funds. Its first reaction, chronologically, was to
expand its net purchases position in the Federal
funds market. This reaction is consistent with
uncertainty, on management's part, about the
permanence of the increased demand for loans.
Evidently, however, as it became clearer in
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mid-1977 that the higher demand for loans was
likely to persist, Bank C began selling some of
its open market investments and expanding its
large CD's. By yearend 1978, Bank C had
considerably expanded its Federal funds and
rep0 position, its outstanding CD's, and
decreased its investment portfolio. Throughout
the entire period, the Federal funds market and
occasional borrowing from the Federal Reserve
(not shown in Chart 7) were used for weekly
reserve settlement purposes.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Commercial bank management practices in
the United States have changed markedly in
the past 20 years under the impact of rising
interest rates and development of so-called
liability management practices. This article has
attempted to analyze and describe some of the
principles involved in these new management
practices. These principles were illustrated by
reference to the aggregate data from a sample
of 35 weekly reporting banks in the Tenth
Federal Reserve District. Also, the principles
were illustrated through the use of case studies,
since some of the diversity of individual bank
behavior can be obscured by aggregate data.
A very basic influence on bank behavior is
management philosophy, particularly with
respect to bank liquidity. Within this context,
banks adjust to changes in balance sheet items
over which they have no short-run control by
making extensive use of the various instruments
of bank liability management that have been
developed in the past 20 years. The
combination of these instruments t h a t a
particular bank chooses to use for this purpose
will be heavily influenced by the circumstances
that are unique to that bank and by what that
bank perceives to be its least-cost method of
adjustment.
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